
For there were many hetairai in the army: 
Women in Xenophon's ~4.nabasis1 

The mercenaries of Cyrus, the CyreaiLS, whose story Xenophon recounts in his Anabasis, 
are familiar figures to students of ancient warfare. 2 The women who accompanied the Cyreans 
for much of their march, in contrast, have so far received scant attention from historians more 
often interested in the details of tactics and leadership. 3 Nor is such neglect solely the fault of 
old~ fashioned military types, for even those who focus on the political and social aspects of the 
Anabasis army largely ignore its women4 What is more, although women make repeated 
appearances in Xenophon's narrative, scholars of women's roles and status in the ancient Greek 
have scarcely noticed their presence5 This last omission appears all the more strildng, given 
the amount of scrutiny accorded recently to the category of the hetaira, and given that Xenophon 
several times describes women amongst the Cyreans as hetairai. 6 The histories of women and 
of warfare, it would seem, are not supposed to mix. 
Such an artificial boundary clearly invites brealdng, and the Anabasis provides invaluable 
material for the task. This essay examines Xenophon' s testimony on the origins and number of 
women amongst the Cyreans and the extent of their participation in the social life of the army. 
His narrative, as we shall see, indicates that at least some of the women who joined the Cyreans 
in the retreat from Cunaxa to the sea and thence to Byzantium became integral members of the 
soldiers' community. Indeed, Xenophon' s use of i'mipw to describe them highlights his 
recognition that all who shared the rigors of the retreat and the social life of the army merited 
the name of "companions." Furthermore, the Anabasis depicts women in the army as visible, 
vocal and masculine, suggesting that the particular conditions of the march helped blur some of 
the strong distinctioiLS commonly associated with classical Greek gender ideology. Finally, 
because his text obviously constitutes not an objective account but a self~conscious literary 

1 
This is a revised and expanded version of a paper presented at the 2002 APA Panel on Women and Warfare 

in Ancient Greece. Many thanks to the Friends of Ancient History for sponsoring this panel, to Jacqueline Long 
-for--her work -in-organizing and moderating . .the session, . and .to my .fellow participants Jor.theiJ coll)l1)ents . ani!. 
suggestions. All translations are my own, and except where noted follow the text of Rude & Peters 1972. 

? 
-On the Cyreans see Parke 1933, along with Anderson 1970, Perlman 1976-1977 and Roy 1967. On 

Xenophon and the Anabasis more generally see Breitenbach 1967, Dillery 2001 and Lendle 1995. 

3 
See most recently Hutchinson 2000. 

4 
Dalby 1992, Dillery 1995. 

5 
See for example Oost 1977-1978, Pomeroy 1975, Reinsberg 1989. 

6 
Davidson 1997, Gilhuly 1999, Just 1989, Kapparis 1999, Kurke 1999. 
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construction, I turn Xenophon' s perspective around and attempt to recover some vestige of how 
these women may have viewed their experience with the Cyreans. 

Women in the Army 
Women's presence in the Anabasis army may be roughly divided into three stages. 7 

During the first stage, from the army's muster at Sardis in spring 401, through the battle of 
Cunaxa that September, until the massacre of their generals in mid-October, probably very few 
women accompanied the Cyreans. Only two women, in fact, are securely attested in the army 
during this period: the concubines ( 7rCiAACiKiBac;) of Cyrus himself8 At Cunaxa, when the 
Persians overran the Cyrean camp, they captured the older of the two, a Phocaean; Xenophon 
remembers her as having been learned and beautiful." The younger 1raP-P-aK£<;, a Milesian, 
successfully sought refuge with the Cyreans. 10 No further mention is made of her in the 
Anabasis, although it is possible she remained with the army for the duration of its march. 

For Persian elites to bring such women, not to mention wives, on campaign was 
apparently unremarkable, perhaps even de rigueur. 11 Of them Xenophon writes in the 
Cyropaedia that: 12 

even today those going to war in Asia 
campaign accompanied by their most valued 
possessions [sc. wives and concubines], 
saying that they would fight better if their 
dearest ones were present; for they say that 
it would be necessary to protect these 
zealously. Maybe this is ttue, and maybe 
they do it so they can indulge in pleasure. 

7 
For chronological tables of the march see Boucher 1913: xx-xxiv and Breitenbach 1967: 2501-2502; for 

maps see Lendle 1995. 

8 
Anab. 1.10.3. 

9 
Anab. 1.10.3: T~P ucxf;~v wi KciA.~v A.eyo!LEP~P. For her subsequent experience as priestess of Artemis and 

concubine of Persian kings, see Lend1e 1995: 85 and Masqueray 1930: 166. 

10 
Possibly Cyrus had two Milesian concubines; the manuscripts are corrupt at this point. See Dillery 2001: 

137, Masqueray 1930: 87. 

11 
Brosius 1996: 87-91. Onpallakidas see also Hdt. 9.76, 9.81; Xen. Cyr. 4.3.1, 5.2.28; Hell. 3.Ll0. 

12 
Cyr. 4.3.2: Tt&JITES' rCt.p tTL Ked vDv oL Ket.r&.. T~V 'Aa[o:v (JTpCt.n:u6p.EVOL txovrEt;; rex. 1fAE.iaJOV atux 

urpcx.rEVovrm, Ai.:.-yovTfr; 5n p.J5:A.Aov p..&.xoLVr' &.v EL rO:. <jJLAra.ro:. Fa.pE[TJ. ro(nmc; -yCxp <jJo:.aLP &.v&.-yKTJP Elvm 
7rpo8Vp.wc; c'xAE~ELV. rm:.ur;; p..EIJ oVv oVrwc; txH, rawc; OE KCii 1IOL0001V ctVri:x ~~ ~aovi) XO:PL~'-6p.EVOL. 
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PrL'lces like Cyrus were clearly in a different league from ordinary Cyreans, the majority of 
whom could not afford to maintain a male slave attendant, much less a Persian-style 
concubine. 13 Yet there are scattered ancient references to non-elite women, bakers and 
prostitutes specifically, accompanying both Greek and Persian armies of the fifth century BC. 14 

Is it possible similar non-elite women, as well as soldiers' wives and concubines, were present 
in Cyrus' army from the start of the expedition? 

Of the 12,000 or so mercenaries who set out with Cyrus in spring 401, about half were 
drawn from long -service garrisons in Ionia. 15 Most of the remainder were new recruits from 
mainland Greece, while the condottiere Clearchus came from Thrace with a private army of 
some 2000 men. Xenophon provides no positive evidence that women accompanied any of these 
contingents. An argument from silence seems in this case compelling, for elsewhere in the 
Anabasis Xenophon has no compunctions about mentioning women in the army. He does, in 
contrast, specifically note that soldiers had left wives and children behind either in mainland 
Greece or in the cities of Ionia. 16 

There were also practical reasons, both for the mercenaries and for Cyrus, not to bring 
women along. Until the army reached Tarsus at the beginning of June, the soldiers believed they 
were embarking on a brief punitive campaign against the Pisidians. 17 Their employer was 
providing a merchant caravan, from which they could obtain grain and possibly prostitutes. 18 

On such a short mission, the mercenaries would have little need for sexual or other 
entertainment, and they could certainly do their own cooking.19 For his part, Cyrus wanted a 

13 One good indicator of the average Cyrean's poverty is that the mercenaries continued to follow Cyrus even 
though he was three months late with their pay (Anab. 1.2.11). On slave attendants in Greek armies, see now van 
Wees 2001. 

14 
Hdt. 7.187: -yuvaLKwv oE oLTOKOLWP mi Ka),)..aKEuJl' (Xerxes' army, 480-479); Time. 2.78: )'VJ>a1KEs bE 

aEw mi cmrov OLTOKowi (defenders of Plataea, 429 BC); Alexis of Samos in Athenaeus 13.572-573 (Muller FHG 
IV.299): r~" El' ).;6!1''<' • A</>pooir~v. ~v oi f'E'' EP Kat.afLDLs Ke<J..oOCJLv, ol oc £v "EJ..EL, • Arnmi, </>~oiv, £m1pm 

· ·· .... iopvoano aL-ovvaKoJ..ovO~oaom TIEpLKJ..Ef, ·or£·E'1roJ..L6pm '~'~" Eaf'OP .. lip'YaCJaf'E-vm imv.Ws .a'lrfun (;.wpns ( 4404.39 ... 
BC). Note that the last two of these instances involve armies in static siege situations. 

15 
For specific figures see Parke 1933: 26 and Roy 1967: 301-302. 

16 
Anab. 1.4.8, 3.1.3, 3.4.46. 

17 
Anab. 1.1.11, 1.2.1. 

18 
Anab. 1.3.14, 1.5.6. 

19 
Short mission: contrast this with the static siege situations listed in note 14 above. Men cooking:-see e.g. 

A nab. 3 . 3 .1; see also Theophr. Char. 14. 11. 
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swift march across Anatolia and into Mesopotamia before the Great King, his elder brother 
Artaxerxes, could recognize and respond to the challenge. He would have sought to minimize 
the number of non-combatants following the army, thereby reducing its logistical burden and 
quickening its progress 20 If he permitted vivandieres and prostitutes, he would likely have 
restricted them to the centralized travelling market, where they could most efficiently service 
the entire army. 

Moreover, by having his long-enlistment mercenaries - almost half his men, remember -
leave their wives, concubines and/or children back at their Ionian bases, Cyrus would create 

a ready stock of hostages for the troops' good behavior. When his generals Xenias and Pasion 
deserted at Myriandus in July, Cyrus made a great show of magnanimity. "Of course," he said, 
"I have their children and wives in the garrison at Tralles, but they shall not be deprived of 
them; rather they'll regain them on account of their previous excellence to me. •m To other 
Cyreans who might have left dependents behind in Ionia, the message was subtle but clear: 
imagine what could happen if you deserted. 22 

If the Cyreans did not start from Sardis with women, there were few opportunities to 
acquire many on the way to Cunaxa. With the exception of sparsely populated Lycaonia in 
central Anatolia, which Cyrus allowed his troops to ravage, the army traversed either the 
prince's own provinces, the territory of potential allies, or the Arabian desert fringe of the upper 
Euphrates _23 Xenophon recounts only one instance during this period where the mercenaries 
undertook extensive plundering. In early June, at Tarsus in Cilicia, the men of one contingent, 
angered by the destruction of two companies of their comrades in the Taurus mountains, sacked 
the city as well as the palace of Syennesis, the local dynast.24 Subsequently a speaker in the 
army's assembly claimed ·that the Cyreans had seized many Cilicians and much booty.25 

20 
On Cyrean logistics see Gabrielli 1995 and Lang 1992. That Cyrus brought along his pallakidas does no 

damage to this argument; rank has its privileges. He may even have intended the Phocaean as a potential emissary, 
on the pattern of Epyaxa's diplomacy for Syermesis (Anab. 1.2.12, 1.3.26-27). 

21 
Anab. 1.4.8: miTOL cxw '/E cd!1Wl' mi TEKVa Kai 'fVva1mc; lv TptXAAWL ¢poupovp.Eva. r'Y.AA' oiJiiE TOVTWV 

IITEP~IIOl'TaL, r'Y.AA' IY.7rOA~Y,ovmr r~c; 7rp61J8Ev ~VEKa 7rEpi lp.£ r'Y.pEr~c;. If any Cyreans could have brought women 
along, it would have been Xenias and Pasion, Cyrus' two senior mercenary commanders. That they did not solidifies 
the conclusion that their troops did not do so either. 

22 
Read carefully, Anab. 1.4.9 hints that the soldiers understood Cyrus' armouncernent as an implicit threat. 

23 
Lycaonia: Anab. 1.2.19; Cilicia (potential ally): Anab. 1.2.12 and Lendle 1995: 19-20; Arabia: Anab. 

1.5.1ff. 

24 
Anab. 1.2.26. 

25 
Anab. 1.3.14. 
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Xenophon presents this speaker as a tool of Clearchus; the man's entire speech, including the 
reference to numerous captives, seems exaggerated. 26 It is possible that some mercenaries 
acquired female prisoners from the sack of Tarsus. Even so, the plunderers came from a single 
contingent, that of Menon; mustering around 2000, it represented less than a fifth of the 
army 27 However many women this contingent held, the soldiers probably sold them as soon 
as possible, perhaps at one of the busy coastal emporia the army visited in the next month 28 

The point of taking captives, after all, was to profit from their sale, not to drag them along and 
have to feed them in the process. 29 

From the battle of Cunaxa in early September until the massacre of the generals in mid
October, no further opportunities for the soldiers to acquire women arose. Cyrus had been killed 
in the battle, and the mercenaries were busy trying to sidle their way out of Mesopotamia while 
engaging in a fruitless series of negotiations with the Persians. Clearchus, now in command, 
took great pains to avoid antagonizing the Persians and wrecking a tenuous truce.30 The soldiers 
themselves swore oaths not to damage the countryside. 31 When the Persian commander 
Tissaphernes did grant the Cyreans permission to plunder a set of villages, he specifically 
prohibited them from taking human captives (et7'0PC>'7rooa). 32 If anything, then, the number of 
women in the army decreased from September to October, as the merchant caravan, including 
any vivandieres and prostitutes therein, deserted to the Great King along with Cyrus' satrapal 
troops and some of the mercenaries. 33 

From Captives to Companions 
The second stage of women's participation in the Anabasis army began with the massacre 

of the Cyrean generals in mid-October. Apparently lulled into trusting Tissaphernes, Clearchus 

26 
Many Cilicians: Anab. 1.3.13. Cyrus made a rather vague, half-hearted promise to Syennesis that any 

captives taken might be reclaimed (Anab. 1.2.27), but this does not seem to have been acted upon. 

27 
Menon's contingent: Anab. 1.2.6. 

28 
For example Issus (Anab. 1.4.1-2) or Myriandus (Anab. 1.4.6-7). 

29 
On sale of booty including captives see Pritchett 1971 and Pritchett 1991. 

30 
Anab. 2.4.5-7. 

31 
Anab. 2.3.27-28. 

"0 
,_ Anab. 2.4.27. 

33 
Desertions: Anab. 2.1.3, 2.2.7, 3.2.17. 
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and four colleagues accepted a Persian invitation to dinner, at which they, along with a number 
of other officers and soldiers, were treacherously seized and ultimately executed34 Although 
momentarily stunned by this turn of events, the Cyreans quickly recovered. They selected new 
generals and officers, burned their tents and excess baggage, and prepared to march out of 
Persian territory. 

Whether or not we should accept Xenophon' s literary self-fashioning as the savior of the 
army during this crisis is beyond the scope of this essay. His narrative, nonetheless, suggests 
that a significant shift in Cyrean behavior took place following the massacre of the generals. 
Whereas before the soldiers feared to ravage the countryside lest they antagonize the Persians, 
they now began to see the people and property of Mesopotamia as theirs for the taking.35 

Indeed, Xenophon' s rhetoric in this section of the text glorifies the taking of captives as the 
prerogative of victors36 He makes particular note of the pleasures and perils provided by the 
women of the Mesopotamian plain, "the beautiful and tall women and girls of the Medes and 
Persians," as he calls them.37 So desirable are they, he adds, that the Cyreans must beware lest 
they fall into idleness with them, and, like the Odyssey's Lotus Eaters, forget the way home.38 

Even allowing for Xenophon' s panhellenist big-talk, this shift in attitude makes sense. 39 There 
were going to be no further negotiations, so the Cyreans had nothing to lose from plundering 
and much to gain. What is more, taking captives and property might afford them a chance to 
recoup some profit from a failed venture. Cyrus, after all, was dead, and the mercenaries were 
not going to see the pay and bonuses he had promised them from the coffers of Babylon. 

As the army made its way north up the fertile and settled Tigris valley and toward the 
mountains of Cardouchia, then, the soldiers began to accumulate substantial numbers of human 
captives, animals and other loot. Sometimes the inhabitants of settlements in their path fled, but 
apparently more often they were not so lucky. 40 In the next several weeks, the numbers of 
captives and animals, along with some wounded or demoralized soldiers, grew into a substantial 

34 . -Anab. 2.5.27-A. 

35 
Anab. 3.2.20-21. 

36 
Anab. 3.1.19, 3.2.28, 3.3.39. 

37 
Anab. 3 .2.25 Kai M~owv o£ mi ITEprrwv m!--a1c; wi pPy&l--mc; ['VPat~i mi 1rap8cvou;. 

38 
Anab. 3.2.25-26; on this passage see Dillery 1995: 62 and 87. 

39 For "panhellenist big-talk" see Dillery 1995: 61. 

40 
Villagers flee: Anab. 3.4.9; caprives taken: 3.5.14. 
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crowd (ox\os) 41 The Cyreans were even forced to devise a special hollow square formation 
to protect the non-combatants from Persian attacks 42 Xenophon, having convinced the Cyreans 
to jettison their tents and wagons, had intended a swift and mobile army 43 The soldiers, 
though, were apparently paying more attention to his rhetoric of plunder. 

As long as the Cyreans traversed relatively open plains and foothills, the crowd of new 
captives must have loolced more like an impending windfall than a problem. The majority of the 
mercenaries, wholly ignorant of central Anatolian geography, might even have imagined that 
soon they would reach urban entrep6ts where they could dispose of this booty, just as Menon's 
men might have quickly sold their loot from Tarsus. 44 In early November, however, as the 
army entered the mountains of Cardouchia, it became clear that the march home was going to 
be a lot tougher and longer than anyone had thought. The Cardouchoi were not about to let the 
Cyreans invade their territory unchallenged, and the rugged terrain was inflicting serious 
difficulties. Therefore, recalls Xenophon, 45 

at daybreak, when the generals and company 
commanders met, it was decided to proceed 
keeping only the most necessary and fit of 
the baggage animals while abandoning the 
rest, and also to get rid of all the 
recently spear-won captives in the army, 
however many there were. For the numerous 
animals and captives were slowing the march
rate, and the many soldiers supervising them 
were unavailable for combat. Besides that, 

41 
Anab. 3.2.36, 3.4.26. 

42 
Anab. 3:3.6. Tne first appearance of ochlos (Anab. 3.2.36) actually comes before the army bums its 

excess baggage (3.3.1) and before specific mention of captives. This is better taken as confusion and telescoping 
. -· of events by.Xenophon (perhaps deliberate, if .he wanted to c;laim. creditf()r_cre_flting_!J1~sg1lar_e_j'()II!lati()n_ bef~re 

the army set out towards Cardoucbia) rather than as evidence for many non-combatants in the army before the 
massacre of the generals. Descriptions of the army before and at Cunaxa (1.7.10, 1.10.1), and from Cunaxa until 
the massacre (1.10.18, 2.2.4-5) do not include ochlos. 

43 
Anab. 3.2.27-28. 

44 
Ignorance of topography: Anab. 3.5.13-18. 

45 
Anab. 4.1.12-13: Cxf1-CX oi T~ i] /1-EPCX I]]))>EABoDIJL 701(; IJTpmwyo1(; Kcxi J..oxcx-yo1(; 7WV 'E).,').,~vwv i'oo!;E TWP 

7£ inrotuJt{WP 1Cx Cx.PCXf'KCX'iD' 1-W:l 8uvo:TWTCtTCX ~X01'Tett; 1rOpEiJEa8m, KO:TO'.A.LTt6JITetc; r&Af..et., KCd l5aa f}v J!EWCJTi 

aLxf-L6:.Awnx O!.v0p6nro0o:. Ev 1~ rrrpo:.n{[. Ti&.vro:. tx¢£Lvo:.L ax_oAcdm' Ji':t.P E';ro[ouv ri]v nopE[a.v 7roAAO:. Dna rO:. 
U1rotlryLa Kcxl ri'x aLxJL&.Awro:, TioAAoL DE oL l:TiL rmJmu; One;; &.1i6J.LO:XDL ~am', &TiAO:auX TE fxLr~DELO: EOa 
1!DpLtta8m Ko:I rj;EpEfJ8m TiOAACJJ! rWv 6:.1'BpW1r6J1' Ovruw. 06~o:v OE ro:Dro: EK»pvEm' oUrw noLt'iv. 
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with so many people, it was necessary to 
find and bring in rwice the amount of 
provisions. Having reached this decision, 
they had heralds tell the soldiers to carry 
it out. 

As the soldiers ate breakfast and formed up for the day's march, the generals surreptitiously 
stationed themselves in a narrow place, through which the Cyrean column then passed. 
Xenophon continues: 46 

If the generals discovered any of the things specified 
that had not been discarded, they confiscated them. And 
the soldiers obeyed, except where someone smuggled past 
a beautiful boy or woman that he desired to keep. 

After this the army continued on its way, sometimes fighting, sometimes resting, for the 
remainder of the day. 

If we take Xenophon literally, the number of captives accompanying the army just before 
the scrutiny could certainly have run into the thousands.'7 The Cyreans at this point still 
mustered more than ten thousand in ranks, but the number of captives could not have been 
nearly that many, for the pack animals needed food too.'8 It is also impossible to determine 
how many beautiful boys and women escaped the generals' inspection.'9 If for the sake of 
argument we assume that roughly one in ten Cyreans successfully hid their favorite captives, 
perhaps a thousand got through. Assuming further that these comprised males and females in 
equal proportion, perhaps up to five hundred women eluded the scrutiny. 

Regardless of the exact figures, this episode signals a second marked change in the 
behavior of Cyreans regarding women. In the weeks following the massacre of the generals, 
recall, they had begun plundering enthusiastically with the goal of selling prisoners for profit. 
Now, however, soldiers were choosing to retain female captives for themselves 5° Indeed, those 
who chose to flout the scrutiny willfully disobeyed their superior officers to do so. They may 

46 
Anab. 4.1.14: inrocJT~OavTE<; cv r0 orEv0 at CJrpm~-yai, El n EupioKaLEv rwv Etp~pbwv P» IY.</Jttp.Evav, 

tx¢upaDvra, at ii' E1fEi8ovro, 1fA»v El nr; ~KAE'/;EP, olav ~ 1rmiibr; E1fL8vp.~oar; ~ -yvvmKo<; rwv EU7rpo:GJv. 

47 
Lang 1992: 25-26, Lendle 1984: 207-209 and Lendle 1995: 193-194 offer varying assessments of 

Xenophon's veracity here. 

48 
On ration requirements for personnel and animals, see Engels 1978: 122-130 and Foxhall & Forbes 1982. 

49 
Here and elsewhere in this essay I eschew discussion of male captives. 

50 
Note especially Anab. 4.1.14: E1fL8vp.~CJac;. 
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even have had the assistance of comrades in their companies, for it would have been much easier 
for a man to smuggle someone past the generals with the complicity of his fellows. The 
ferocious Cardouchian resistance and the difficult terrain, moreover, already sign-posted the 
arduous trek ahead. A soldier who persisted in retaining a captive under these conditions was 
almost certainly not looking to future profit. Instead, he was assuming an individual 
responsibility to protect and feed someone whom it would have been more practical and 
convenient to leave behind. 

From the scrutiny onward, the army's week-long slog through Cardouchia intensified the 
new relationship between the Cyreans and their women captives. The soldiers on the one hand 
had contravened orders to smuggle their favorites. The captives, on the other, realized that their 
captors had saved them from death at the hands of the Cardouchoi51 The women were 
low landers, Mesopotamians; they had no more in common with the mountaineers of Cardouchia 
than did the Cyreans. Indeed, both soldiers and women now shared a common goal, to escape 
this land of rocks and spears. To survive, they became physically dependent on each other, men 
and women huddling together in the pouring winter rain or, sometimes, in the relative warmth 
of Cardouchian villages. 52 If they had not already been doing so in Mesopotamia, women may 
now have started helping the Cyreans in the performance of the daily tasks of life on the march: 
foraging for food and firewood, cooking, and looking after sick or injured soldiers. 

For seven days the Cyreans struggled through Cardouchia, during which time, Xenophon 
relates, "they were continually fighting, and suffered evils such as they never had from the Great 
King and Tissaphernes together. "53 The final test came at the Centrites River, which separated 
Cardouchia from neighboring Armenia. Threatened not only by the pursuing Cardouchoi, but 
also by the cavalry and infantry of the Armenian satrap Orontas on the opposite bank of the 
river, the Cyreans nonetheless managed to find an unguarded ford and to plan a surprise 
crossing. 54 The army split into halves, with non-combatants safely between them. As the 
Cyrean advance guard moved for the ford and the battle commenced, Xenophon remembers, 55 

the diviners were sacrificing to the river and the enemy 
was shooting arrows and slinging but not yet hitting; and 
when the pre-battle sacrifices turned out right, all the 

51 
On the fate of the captives abandoned in Cardoucbia see Lendle 1995: 195. 

52 
Winter storm: Anab. 4.1.15; villages: Anab. 4.1.11, 4.2.22, 4.3.1-2. 

53 
Anab. 4.3.2. 

54 c . . . entntes nver crossmg: Anab. 4.3.1-34. 

55 
Anab. 4.3.18-19: Ked oL J.LEP Jl-{y_1'TELt; fa¢o:'Yu5:.:;ono Elc; rbv 1rorap.61'. at DE 71of...E;.twL tr6~wov TE Ked 

~a¢EP06vuJ11, fxA..A' ornrw UwvoDl'TO. frtl Of Ka),_O:_ ~1' rfx arj>{:t-yw'., ET!aLC:iFL?;"ov n6:.J'TEr; oi arpanWrcxL Kat 
O!Pr,-A.CiAa?;oT', OV1'w\.6A.vtoJ1 OE Kcii cd "fVPaiKEt; i'Y.TtCY.am. 1roA.A.aL 'YfxP ~am' ETo:.Lpcn Ev ~~ a!paTEVJlaTL. 
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soldiers chanted the paean and raised a war-cry. And the 
women all raised a loud cry together with them; for there 
were many hetairai in the army. 

The Centrites was the final military obstacle on the way out of Cardouchia. It was also the place 
where women in the army underwent a decisive step in their transformation from passive 
captives to active participants and companions (i:Ta1pm) in Cyrean life. The women, realizing 
their personal stake in a successful crossing, openly and vocally took sides with the soldiers. In 
fact, the relationships between soldiers and women were now so developed that, while the 
crossing was underway, some soldiers ofXenophon's rear guard apparently broke ranks to look 
after their hetairai. 56 

Xenophon explicitly draws attention to the number and presence of women at the 
Centrites crossing. His exact wording, 1ro"Af.-ai ')'aL haav i:Ta1pm lev T0 aTpaTE15tJ-an, clearly 
indicates their status and their relationship to the soldiers (they are "in the army," not in the 
camp or in the oxf.-o<;). Translators, though, tend to render this key phrase in a fashion that 
either makes unwarranted assumptions about the women's status, or denies them the fact of 
belonging to the army. Dillery, for instance, offers "there were a large number of prostitutes 
in the camp. "57 The problem lies not so much in the fmal words of the phrase - £v T0 
OTpaTEVfJ-D!TL - as with the complex valences associated with the term i:n:dpm. 

Pinning down the category of the hetaira is a notoriously slippery endeavor. 58 As Kurke 
and others note, both hetairai and their detractors often preferred it that way. Deliberate 
mystification of status, for instance, allowed archaic and classical hetairai to play down their 
femaleness and non-Greekness and panicipate in the male sympotic world. 59 It also enabled 
democratic courtroom moralizing like that deployed in the vituperative speech against Neaira. 60 

The wealthy and anti-democratic Xenophon, who elsewhere in the Anabasis disingenuously 
portrays the mercenaries as having joined Cyrus for honor rather than on account of poverty, 

56 
Andb. 4.3.30: 1faf..Aoi "(i.Y.p mi rwv p.EvEw TEW"fp.Evwv !iJxovro E7rlp.EAOp.Evo' ot p.cv iJ}rol;lry(wv, o1 oc 

IJKEVWV, ot o' crmpwv. Some manuscripts give cmipwv (male comrades/companions; cf. 4.7.11); Xenophon may 
have intended the word to be read ambiguously. 

57 
Dillery 2001: 319. Compare Brownson 1922: lll.31, "for there were a large number of women in the 

camp;" Cawkwell & Warner 1949/1972: 189 call them "mistresses;" Masqueray 1931: 19, with "car nombreuses 
etaient dans l'annee les hetalres," comes closest to Xenophon's original. 

58 
LSI s.v. cmipa: "female companion, helper, friend" but also "concubine, courtesan, harlot:" compare 

LSI s.v. 1ropv~: "harlot" and see Dover 1989: 20. 

59 Davidson 1997: 109-136; Gilhuly 1999: 10-19; Kurke 1999: 176-183. 

6° Kapparis 1999: 4-43. 
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may well have had the elite sympotic context in mind when he wrote 1roAAD'l riY.P ~riO'l' 
ETD'ipm 61 That is, he was seeking to present the soldiers' relationships with captive women in 
a light more palatable to aristocratic sensibilities. If he observed soldiers and women drinldng, 
eating and socializing together, the term might seem all the more apt to a mainland Greek 
audience62 For hetairai there were in part so named because they could cross the "social 
barrier which separated wives from the convivial activities of their husbands. "63 

Translators who call women at the Centrites "prostitutes" or "mistresses," then, draw on 
the not unreasonable assumption that Xenophon is playing with what one might call the civilian 
Greek discourse of the hetaira as sympotic and sexual entertainer. Yet there is more to it than 
that. In naming the women hetairai, Xenophon is simultaneously playing with a different 
discourse, that of the hetairas, or military comrade and companion. 64 The Anabasis frequently 
references the Homeric poems; on occasion it even portrays the Cyrean officers as a sort of 
quasi-epic warrior band. 65 Thus the company commanders Agasias, Aristonymus, Callimachus 
and Eurylochus were "cornrades ... all of them contending for arete and continually competing 
with each other. 66 By naming women as hetairai and specifying that they were "in the army, " 
Xenophon in effect grants them membership in the heroic band of Cyreans. 67 The "beautiful 
and tall women and girls of the Medes and Persians" had participated in the Centrites battle by 
their corporate presence and by their voices. They were not captives, but female comrades and 
companions. 68 

Belonging to the Army 

61 
Joined for honor rather than profit: Anab. 6.4.8. 

62 
Soldiers socializing: Anab. 4.3.2. 

63 
Just 1989: 144; also Reinsberg 1993: 87. 

64 
· Konsran-1997:31-33 and46-47; 

65 
Anab. 4.8.14, 5.1.2; Dillery 1995: 76. 

66 
Anab. 4. 7.11-12: Ero:.[povc; b7'70!.r; ... 7i6:1'TES -yO!.p oVrm Ct1'TE1row0no &pEr~c; Ked OLYJ"fWVCtm,ro 1rpOc; 

1:1),)..~ f.OVf. 

67 
Compare Homer II. 4.441, 9.1: goddesses are the hetairai of gods in battle. 

68 
Even ordinary men and women could call each other hetairas and hetaira; see Dover 1989: 20 n. 2; 

Konstan 1997:46-47 and e.g. A.I. Lys. 701, AI. Eccl. 528-529, 911-913. Xenophon's words are therefore not just 
aristocratic self-presentation; they plausibly reflect at least some of the actual relationships between Cyreans and 
their women. 
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The Centrites crossing reified the new status of women in the army. No longer captives, 
they were now companions, with a share in the army's survival and a place in its society. The 
third stage of women's presence in the army, the march from Cardouchia to the sea and 
eventually to Byzantium, would see the hetairai further solidify their membership in the Cyrean 
community. 

The Cyreans crossed in the Centrites in mid-November 401 and reached the sea near 
Trapezus sometime in February 400 BC. In these three months, both soldiers and women 
endured terrible blizzards, sickness and hunger as they trekked across rugged central Anatolia. 
Their footwear gave out, and they had to improvise moccasins from raw animal hides69

. The 
army fought repeated battles, often to secure provisions from native strongholds, other times to 
clear enemies from its path. These constant, prolonged, and above all shared dangers could only 
have reinforced the bonds created in Cardouchia between the Cyreans and their women 
companions. As a matter of survival, soldiers and women would have had to communicate, and 
living together day and night must have fostered their fluency in each others' languages70 Nor 
were these ties attenuated by an influx of new captives. The soldiers may have acquired a 
smattering of additional women - some boys certainly did join the army during this period - but 
for the most part the land was sparsely populated and the inhabitants either quick to escape or 
unwilling to be taken alive. 71 

Now, a soldier who regretted smuggling a woman through the general's scrutiny would 
have had no difficulty abandoning her anywhere along the way from Armenia to Trapezus. 
Indeed, it would have made things easier if one did not have to share what little food there was 
with a companion. Yet when the Cyreans reached the sea, the women were still there. Probably 
they looked on and cheered as the soldiers held athletic games to celebrate their successful 
journey72 Hoping to coast Greeceward along the Black Sea shore, the army then spent a month 

69 
.. _ Anab. 4.5.14. 

70 
There were Cyreans who spoke Persian and other non-Greek tongues; see for example Anab. 4.5.10, 4.8.4 

and Mosley 1971: 1-6. Cyrus' Milesian concubine (Anab. 1.10.3) obviously spoke Greek and likely knew 
considerable Persian. Xenophon does not mention the Milesian after Cunaxa, but if she too marched with the anny, 
she may well have constituted a central contact between soldiers and women. Even the thousands of ordinary 
soldiers from the Ionian garrisons could well have spoken some Persian as a result of their interactions with Persian 
officials and commanders. 

71 
Armenian women and girls: Anab. 4.5.9-10; Cyreans acquire boys: e.g. Anab. 4.6.1-3; Taochians commit 

suicide to avoid capture: Anab. 4.7.13-14. 

72 
Anab. 4.8.27: KoAAol: 'YixP Ko:Tf{3rj(JO'.P Ked &.rE 8ew11-Evwv rWv EraLpWv Tiof..Ai] 1JLA.ovuda f"([f'PETO. As with 

4.4.30 (see nme 56), some manuscripts give Erci!.Lpwv (male comrades/companions); again Xenophon may have 
intended the ambiguity. 
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at Trapezus assembling a flotilla os sailing vessels and skiffs73 There was not enough space 
for everyone. Instead, writes Xenophon, "on board the vessels they embarked the sick, the 
soldiers over forty years old, the boys and the women, and whatever equipment they did not 
require" 74

• Evidently, the women had become fully integrated with the Cyrean community. 
As the Cyreans proceeded along the Euxine shore, women continued to make their 

presence felt. Soon after leaving Trapezus, the army encountered Mossynoecian territory. These 
tribal people were split into warring factions; the Cyreans allied with one faction in return for 
guides and ships75

. As they passed through settlements of the friendly faction, Xenophon 
remembers, these Mossynoecians "wanted to have sexual intercourse in public with the hetairai 
whom the Greeks had with them; for that was their custom. '"6 The passage is more than 
anything a comment on the strangeness, in Cyrean eyes at least, of the Mossynoecians; the 
Greeks found them the most alien peoples they encountered on their trek 77• Xenophon, at any 
rate, does not record how the hetairai and soldiers reacted to the proposition. 

By May, the Cyreans were out of Mossynoecian territory and on their way into the land 
of the Paphlagonians. There was a long delay at Cotyora, on the eastern borders of Paphlagonia, 
as the generals bickered and assembled enough ships to move the entire army. Meanwhile, the 
soldiers annoyed the Paphlagonians with their unauthorized foraging; they in turn responded with 
raids on several scattered Cyrean camps 78

. At length the generals turned to diplomacy, inviting 
to dinner the ambassadors of the Paphlagonian ruler Corylas, along with a number of Cyrean 
officers and soldiers. After the meal various groups of soldiers, including Thracians, Aenians 
and Arcadians, stood up to perform their traditional dances. Cory las' emissaries acted suitably 

73 
Anab. 5.1.10-16. 

74 
Anab. 5.3.1: Ked Elt; p.fl' TO. 11A.0ia TOUr; TE 6:..a8EP00PTCY.c; E.J!E{3[(3aaCXJ1 KCd ToUr; inrfp TETTO!.p&..KOPTO: tTY} Kat 

icZii'iar;: K(:tL ~vailiiX~ wii'G!ii iiiievwi• iliia p:~avrY'y<iJ · ~v~xav. Lmg 1992: 74-'75 (echoed byHutchinson 2000: 
58) argues that 1ro:U>w;; here may refer to children conceived and born during the journey. This is improbable, not 
least because 1raiOar; represents Xenophon's normal designation for boy companions: see for example Anab. 4.6.1-
3, 4.8.27, 7.4.7ff. Compare 1.4.8, where it is certainly Xenias' and Pasion's children (TEJCNY.) who are meant. 

75 
Anab. 5.4.9-10. 

76 
Anab. 5 .4.33 (following the text of Masqueray 1931): lc\~Touv bE mi mr, 1mipmc; ac; hov oi "EJ..l.~ver;; 

11'</>al'wr;: (v-tyi"(VWBm. VOJLoc; "(&.p ~v ofn6r;: ocjJL<JL. 

77 
Anab. 5.4.34. 

78 
Bickering and plotting: Anab. 5.6.25ff; foraging and raiding: Anab. 6.1.1. 
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The Paphlagonians, seeing this, considered it marvelous that all 
the dances were under arms. The Mysian [one of the Cyreans], seeing 
that they were struck by this, persuaded one of the Arcadians who 
had acquired a dancing-girl to bring her in, equipping her as finely 
as he was able and giving her a light shield. And she danced the Pyrrhic 
with grace. Thereupon there was much applause, and the Paph!agonions 
asked whether women also fought alongside them. The Cyreans replied that 
these very women were the ones who had turned aside the King from their 
camp. That was how things turned out on that night. 

The next day, the ambassadors spoke in the army assembly, and the soldiers resolved to cease 
their pillaging. Enough vessels were now available to carry everyone, so the army embarked and 
sailed westward. In the next months, it would split into factions, recombine, spend the winter 
in European Thrace as mercenaries for the dynast Seuthes, and finally wind up in Byzantium80

• 

Ultimately, in spring 399, some five thousand surviving Cyreans, presumably still accompanied 
by their women, joined a Spa..-tan army assembling in Ionia under the general Thibron81

. 

The feast with the Paphlagonians represents the last substantive appearance in the 
Anabasis of women in the army. It is a remarkable finale. Consider what the event reveals about 
the place of women in the army and Cyrean attitudes towards them. First off, women were not 
only present but clearly visible as a group, as the demonstrative "these very women" (rnJTm) 
implies. It is plausible to conclude that they had come as companions of the officers and men 
invited to attend the feast. Second, the Cyreans present their female companions as not only 
warlike but also masculine. The armed dancers, after all, constituted no mere spectacle but a 
subtle display of power aimed at the Paphlagonians: if we move this well with our weapons, the 
soldiers hint, think how we fight. By including a female dancer and by responding as they do 
to the ambassadors' query, the Cyreans push the message home: look, our women can fight too; 
they even defeated the Great King82 

79 
Anab. 6.1.11-13: OpWPTU; BE oL IIa¢A<ryOPE<; OElVCx E?fOWVI'TO 7fiXOW<; rae; opx~aw; EV 57f AOl<; E!vm. E7fl 

ToVrou; 6pWv b Muab~ EK7rE1(}Vfi'YJLEvovr; cxVroVc;, 1rE[acr.c; rCJv 'ApK&.06JJJ nvi1 7rE1rct.p..Evov Opx1Jurpi0a ELaCryEL 
CTKEViXaa<; we; EOVI'CiTO KiXf.!\wra ml CICT?rioa iioil<; KOucp~v avrij. ~ oE WPX~Cfaro 7fVppix~v if.a¢pCJc;. ivnx08a Kp6ro<; 
~v 1ro~Vr;, Kctl oi IIa¢Aa')'6vEc; ~povro EL Ked rvvaiKES avVEJ.L&xovra aiJro'i:c;. ol D' tAeyov On a.Vrca Ko:( o:L 
TpElj;6tJ .. a:vaL ElEP {3aaLA£o: EK TOO arpcxro1rf6ou. Ti) flEP VVKTl TCXVTI) T00TO riJ rf'Aoc; f'YfPETO. 

80 
See Stronk 1995 for this last phase of the army's existence. 

81 
Diodorus Siculus 14.37. 

82 
As Demetrius of Phalerum (De Elocutione 131) observed, the Cyrean response either makes their women 

Amazonian or makes the Great King look exceedingly effeminate: XPfJTetL OE T{iJ rowVn;? Ei0EL ;caL $EvrxjJCJJ!, KCXl 
(continued ... ) 
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Even in mainland Greece, it was not unknown for women to perform armed dances such 
as the Pyrrhic83 What was unheard of was for women to fight. Xenophon himself, in the 
Oikonomikos, claimed that a woman's place was in the house, while men were better suited to 
endure the physical stresses of war84 The Cyrean response to the ambassadors' question, of 
course, reveals nothing about whether women actually fought. What it does reveal is that the 
Cyreans did not necessarily hew to the strong gender expectations characteristic of "civilian" 
Greek culture. They were comfortable enough with women in the army, and held them in high 
enough regard, that they could make a comment of this nature. Indeed, in his Symposium, 
Xenophon has Socrates, having observed another dancing-girl, note that even women can learn 
courage85

• It is not surprising that the Cyreans may have held unconventional attitudes towards 
their women. They themselves, after all, were not "normal" Greeks but a mix of diverse 
ethnicities, backgrounds, and circumstances86 There was room in their ranks for political 
exiles, ex-slaves, at least one murderer, and a former professional boxer87 Some of them were 
not even Greek88 An army which accepted Apollonides, a captain who spoke Greek like a 
Boeotian but had his ears pierced like a Lydian, might equally take a view of women different 
from that prevailing in settled polis life89 . 

The Women's Perspective 

82( ... continued) 
odnOc; 0ELV6T1]ro:c; ELu6:-yfL EK xap[rwv, oiov f1iL rfJc;; £v61r A.ov 6PXfJfiTpi0o;. Epwrq8tLr; inrb roD ITaq)Aa')'6voc;, EL KaL 
cd TVJIO:iKEr;; cWmir; OVPE1fDAEttDVP, Ecf>YJ. aiJTca -y&.p KOi 'ETpElj;O!.P r0J1 {3o:mf...Ea. &rr» rCI.p E!L¢o:fJ1ETfXL ~ 0EU'67Y}r; EK 
rfj; x&.pLroc;, ~ ILEJI On au ')'VPaLKEc; cd.nofr; ELT!OJ!TO, &..AA' 'A;.axtOvEc;, ~ OE KO'.TiY. (3o:mAEwc;, EL oVrwc; ~v O:aBEv~c;. 
Wc; inrO ')'VPctLKWV ¢u-yEfl'. 

83 
Women and armed dances: Ceccarelli 1998, Wheeler 1982. That the orchestris knew the Pyrrhic does not 

necessarily indicate she was Greek. The Arcadian who acquired her almost certainly did so, as we have seen, after 
the expedition began, note also Xenophon's use of 1fE7rO:!'EI'OI' (LSI s.v. rr&ol'm: "get, acquire"). It is not impossible 
that the Arcadian found time to teach this woman the Pyrrhic during the delay at Cotyora, or elsewhere during the 
army's slow progress westward from Trapezus. 

84 
Oik. 7.22-7.23. 

85 
Xen. Symp. 2.8-13. 

86 
For soldiers' origins see Parke 1933 and Roy 1967. 

87 
Exiles: e.g. Anab. 4.2.13; ex-slaves: e.g. 4.8.4; murderer: 4.8.25, 6.6.30; boxer: 5.8.23. 

88 
Non-Greek mercenaries: Anab. 4.8.4, 5.2.29. 

89 
Anab. 3.1.26, 3.1.30-32. 
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It is important to remember that the Anabasis, a soldier's memo ire written down decades 
after the fact, represents the views of a single man. We have seen that Xenophon, with his elitist 
and panhellenist sensibilities, had a clear interest in portraying women in the army as aristocratic 
or heroic hetairai rather than as barbarian outsiders. The Anabasis is also clearly a male captor's 
take on women in the army. The women themselves remain voiceless, and it is necessary to 
avoid romanticizing their relationships with the soldiers who captured them. The experience of 
the so-called "comfort women" at the hands of the Japanese army in the Second World War, for 
example, reminds us that soldiers can perpetrate on female victims the most brutal sexual 
subjugation and exploitation90

. That being so, we need to remember that not all relationships 
between soldiers and women exactly followed the pattern Xenophon's narrative suggests. In a 
community of thousands, there must have been considerable individual variation. Some men and 
women, in response to the shared hardship of the march, succeeded in forming durable and 
affective attachments. Other soldiers, undoubtedly, never got beyond treating their captives as 
mere chattel. 

Did women in the army really ululate alongside the soldiers at the Centrites crossing? 
Was anyone who had been forced at spear-paint from her home, forcibly dragged into unknown 
territory, and forced to endure the worst privations of life on the march really so eager to cheer 
for her captors? One way to get at some vestige of the women's own experience of being taken 
captive is to look at their reactions in terms of the so-called Stockholm Syndrome. 

Stockholm Syndrome takes its name from a bungled 1973 bank robbery where four bank 
clerks, three of them women, not only bonded with their captors over a five-day period but 
subsequently sided with them against the Swedish authorities91

. Two of the women later became 
engaged to the robbers92 The syndrome has since been recognized as a psychological condition 
resulting in "the formation of an emotional bond between captors and hostages if the parties are 
in close relationships under stressful conditions. "93 Although this bond intensifies the longer 
captors and hostages spend together, its initial formation can be a matter of only a few days or 
even hours94

. "Time per se," writes one researcher, "may not be the relevant variable; rather 
it may be what events ... go on in [that] time. "95 A key factor may be face-to-face contact 
between individual captors and hostages; prisoners held en masse seem less likely to develop the 

90 
On comfort women see for example Dolgopol & Paranje 1994, Henson 1999. 

91 
Ochberg & Soskis 1982: 149-150. 

92 
Graham 1994: 11. 

Q~ 

"~ Corsini 1999: 949 and 468; see also Colman 2001: 709. 

94 
Graham 1994: 19-20. 

95 
Graham 1994: 19. 
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condition96 The condition apparently affects "both sexes, all ages, and has occurred in all 
cultures observed. "97 Researchers have observed that the positive feelings hostages express 
roward their captors are frequently reciprocated. They note, however, that hostages tend to 
frame such feelings in terms of a "lack of negative experiences" - for example, not being killed 
outright - at the hands of their captors. 98 

Stockholm Syndrome provides a useful mechanism for understanding the reactions of the 
women captured by the Cyreans in Mesopotamia. The mass of prisoners taken by the soldiers 
before they reached Cardouchia did not apparently develop close ties with their captors. In fact, 
the large numbers of prisoners initially taken by the army on its way north were held en masse, 
and so remained a faceless group (ox\o<;;). Those women who escaped the generals' scrutiny 
entered a different set of circumstances. They were aware not only that their captors had spared 
them from being abandoned to the Cardouchoi, but more particularly that they had been saved 
by the individual soldiers who hid them. The women, together with the soldiers, then underwent 
the extremely stressful march through Cardouchia, during all of which time captors and captives 
were in close physical proximity and in common imminent danger of death. With these factors 
talcen into account, the behavior of the women at the Centrites crossing becomes more 
understandable. As in the 1973 banlc robbery, intense stress and strong personal ties helped bond 
Cyrean captors and captives together. 99 

All this is not to suggest that psychological conditions as defined by modern psychologists 
constitutes a trans-historical phenomenon, or that "human nature" is something immutable. 
Nevertheless, the analogy with Stockholm Syndrome at least helps us better understand women's 
experience in the Anabasis army. In particular, it helps confirm the veracity of Xenophon' s 
testimony about women's behavior at the Centrites. Indeed, the experience of the Cyrean women 
differs in one important aspect from the definition of Stocl'"Jlolm Syndrome. All such cases 
reported by researchers presume the existence of a rescuing force, the police or a friendly army 
for instance. There was no such force, actual or potential, for women accompanying the 
Cyreans. Once the army had left Mesopotamia, the soldiers and the women had more in 
common with each other than either group did with any of the tribal peoples whose territory the 
march traversed. In such circumstances, with no hope of rescue, captives would all the more 
readily have become soldiers' willing companions. 

I¥ omen and Warfare in Ancient Greece 
Women accompanying armies, ancient or modern, tend to be dismissed as mere "camp 

96 
Graham 1994: 26. 

97 
Ochberg & Soskis 1982: 123. 

98 
Ochberg & So skis 1982: 157. 

99 
Cf. Graham 1994: 25. 
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followers", hangers-on who impede the troops' progress and hinder their discipline-"JO Yet, 
such assessments are unfair and inaccurate. This is in part because they obscure the significant 
logistical contributions- cooking, washing and nursing, for instance- that women made to many 
European and North American armies before regularized service and support units began to 
appear in the mid-nineteenth century 101 The women of the Anabasis, as we have seen, were 
in a rather different situation. They were not primarily servants - the soldiers had been doing 
their own cooking and cleaning for months before reaching Mesopotamia - but captives turned 
companions. Nonetheless, to dismiss or ignore them creates a false, incomplete picture of how 
Cyrean society worked. For decades, scholarship on the Anabasis has focused on the dynamics 
of the army's community life102 Yet no analysis of the Cyreans as community will be 
complete unless we understand the place of women in that community (and of male 
slaves/servants and boy companions, one might add, but that is another essay). One might also 
add that in the past decade, scholarship on Greek warfare has shifted away from strategy and 
tactics towards consideration of individual experience. 103 This emphasis on individual military 
experience deserves to encompass women as well as men. In doing so, we can only reach a 
fuller understanding of women and warfare in ancient Greece. 

A final point deserves consideration. The Cyreans have often been judged the prototype 
of a new kind of army, the sort of wandering rootless mercenary force that would become 
endemic in the late Classical and early Hellenistic worlds. 104 The women who accompanied 
the Cyreans were pathbreakers too. The hoplite phalanx of the Classical polis had no room for 
women; they were supposed to stay home, safe in the confines of domesticity. The soldiers of 
the Diadochoi, though, took their cue from elsewhere. By the second century BC, at least in 
Ptolemaic Egypt, soldiers' families and attendants were formally recognized as al f.v Ti) 
&7rO(JKEVfJ, "amongst the baggage, " and entitled to legal protection as military dependents lOs 

If the Cyreans set the pattern for the new armies of the fourth century and after, they did so not 
only in purely military, but also in social terms. 

Epilogue 

100 
See for example Garlan 1975: 135. 

101 
See for example Hacker 1981 on women in early modern European armies, and Mayer 1996 on women 

in the American Revolutionary army. 

102 
Nussbaum 1967, Dillery 1995. 

103 
Hanson 2000, Hanson 1991: 253. 

104 
Parke 1933, Perlman 1976/77. 

105 
Holleaux 1926. 
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What became of the women of the Anabasis? If the affective ties forged between soldiers 
and their companions were as strong as I have argued here, it is entirely possible that the women 
continued to accompany the Cyreans in their subsequent campaigns 106 Indeed, despite their 
stated desire to return home, many of the Cyreans continued soldiering for years after 399. They 
are last found fighting together as a body on the Spartan side at Coronea in 394, after which 
some of them may have gone to work for Jason of Pherae in Thessaly 107 Those men who 
survived to retire from mercenary service and return to their native lands might well have 
brought their female companions home with them. A good half of the Cyreans hailed from the 
mountainous uplands of Arcadia and Achaea, and a traveler there in the mid-fourth century, one 
likes to imagine, could have encountered old women, perhaps speaking Greek with a hint of a 
Persian accent, who could tell how they too had once marched with Xenophon to the sea. 108 
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